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vLex Global
Take your research further
vLex Global provides access to comprehensive
coverage for 30 countries and select coverage
for 100+ jurisdictions, as well as vetted
editorial content from 1,000+ partner
publishers curated by a global editorial team
on a single, powerful platform that gets you
relevant results fast.
GLOBAL WITHOUT BOUNDARIES ON
NEW UNIVERSAL PLATFORM
- Search across all 500+ case law, legislation
and regulatory databases from 130+
countries

VINCENT, INTELLIGENT LEGAL
ASSISTANT (Add-on)
- Understands English & Spanish and the laws
of 9+ countries

- Access materials outside of your plan using
vLex Credits

- Run Vincent on a vLex document or upload
your own document to retrieve all related
and relevant results in seconds

- 8,000+ books, treatises, law journals,
newspapers & magazines

- Check your citations are still good law and
you haven't missed any material arguments

- 100,000,000+ documents

EXTENSIVE COVERAGE FOR 30
COUNTRIES AND SELECT
COLLECTIONS FOR 100+ COUNTRIES
- Comprehensive Federal & State case law,
legislation, regulations, codes, statues,
ofﬁcial gazettes for the United States,
Spain, and throughout Latin America
- Extensive Federal & select State collections
for Puerto Rico, Canada, Continental
Europe, United Kingdom, Ireland, European
Union, International Courts and India
- Consolidated versions of laws
- Tracking of bills in progress
- Practical Law, Contracts & Forms in select
countries
- Personalized News stream updated daily by
our legal editorial team

AI-POWERED PLATFORM & SEARCH
FUNCTIONALITIES
- Dynamic Extraction: enhanced in-document
search extracts paragraphs with keywords
from the search terms and makes quickly
reading a document easier
- vCite: citator check that tells you if the case
you are citing is still good law or has been
modiﬁed since its publication
- Cited by: retrieves additional documents
that have been cited by the document you
are consulting

OVERCOME LANGUAGE BARRIERS
- Multi-language search interface
- Automatic translation of search terms
- Automatic parallel text translation (14
languages)
- Customizable default settings

PROACTIVE PARTNER FOR LIBRARIES
- Over 15+ plug and play integrations: SFX,
MetaLib, EndNote, EBSCO Discovery, etc.
- IP Access & SSO options

MAXIMIZE BUDGET DOLLARS
- Access 2,000+ courts & ofﬁcial gazettes
globally with daily updates and editorial
treatment of laws
- A single subscription to databases, books,
journals & magazines from quality providers
worldwide

- Transparency of usage data with
COUNTER-compliant statistics
- vLex Chrome Add-on: automatically enrich
all pages you visit with
links
&
cross-references to the vLex platform

- Save time with one local provider who
speaks your language

Legal ranking that takes into
account the network of citations,
the recency of the material and the
issuer's precedence within the
legal system

Social and personal ranking of
search results, based on past
behavior of similar users

Side by side comparison of
updated versions of documents
(such as statutes or draft bills)
ensure that you catch the change
that matters

Natural language search that
understands legal topics using a
neural network

vLex Triple Check: Triple validation
provided by legal experts, vLex's
users feedback and authority check
powered by vCite Citator

Open new research opportunities
with a multilingual search
interface and automated parallel
translation of search results and
full text documents

About vLex
Our mission is to access and deliver the
world's legal knowledge, one country at a time.
We are a multicultural team across three continents, working tirelessly to source,
organize, and apply analytical tools to the law so that our users can work
smarter, better and faster. vLex leverages one of the largest collections of legal
information in the world with a platform powered by A.I. that understands the
law and gets smarter with every click.
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